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Abstract

The use of clickers in the classroom can improve student engagement and motivation. However, few studies have been conducted on faculty opinions of the use of clickers. This paper measures clicker use amongst legal studies in business faculty and investigates perceptions and factors associated with adoption of clickers in the discipline. Survey results indicate that most legal studies in business faculty have either never or rarely use clickers, and very few faculty members in the discipline use clickers regularly. Instructors perceive clickers to improve teaching, but may be reluctant to adopt them because of time constraints.
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Introduction

Much research has focused on the use of clickers in higher education. There is a plethora of articles regarding how clickers can be used (Barber & Njus, 2007; Easton, 2009) or on student perceptions of clickers (Caldwell, 2007). Previous research has analyzed student perceptions of clickers in science (Duncan, 2005), physics (Reay, Bao, Li, Warnakulasooriya, & Baugh, 2005), and K-12 (Penuel, Boscardin, Masy, & Crawford, 2007) courses. However, less research has been done on faculty perceptions of clicker use. Lincoln (2008) and Lewis (2013) provide two of the few empirical surveys in a business-related field that focuses on faculty perceptions regarding the adoption and use of clickers. Park and Farag (in press) and Easton (2012) found a dearth of literature concerning instructor perceptions of clickers and how clickers could be used in legal studies in business education. Using clickers in legal studies in business courses can be an effective teaching tool. They can help instructors assess student knowledge of important laws, as well as student opinions about legal topics and future policy (Park & Farag, in press). This study assesses legal studies in business faculty perceptions regarding clickers in light of existing research on clickers. The results of this study, which provide deeper understanding of existing perceptions about the use of clickers within the discipline, may help instructors make better decisions about using this, and other, teaching technologies.

Literature Review

Students often have difficulty paying attention through an entire traditional classroom lecture. Research suggests that students can pay attention for an average of 10 to 20 minutes during a lecture before their attention declines (Sousa, 2011; Wilson & Korn, 2007). University instructors have employed several strategies to help students stay engaged in the classroom. One increasingly popular teaching tool involves classroom response systems, or clickers. Clickers generally consist of three components: (1) a wireless handheld clicker device itself that often contains a keypad permitting students to respond to information requested by instructors; (2) the instructor’s receiver that
connects to a classroom or laptop computer; and (3) clicker software. Clicker software is used to create and pose questions. It can be integrated with presentation software such as PowerPoint, and with learning management systems such as Blackboard (Barber & Njus, 2007; Caldwell, 2007). Students send responses to the questions via their clickers, which provide faculty with immediate input to assess their level of understanding and opinions. Instructors can summarize the data on bar charts or graphs within seconds (Lantz, 2010; Lincoln, 2009; Yourstone, Kraye, & Albaum, 2008). Other common uses of clickers include uses include assessing prior learning, testing student engagement with assigned reading, providing feedback, breaking up lecture sessions, administering summative assessments, promoting peer learning, monitoring attendance, and fostering a sense of community (Easton, 2009).

An increasing volume of research articles discusses the various uses and benefits of clickers in the higher education classroom based on student perceptions (Good, 2013). Based on surveys of students, clicker use in the classroom offers several advantages. Clickers can make class more enjoyable (Ghosh & Renna, 2009; Taneja, 2009), increase student engagement and motivation (Ghosh & Renna, 2009; Bojinova & Oigara, 2013; Eastman, Iyer, & Eastman, 2011; Taneja, 2009), and create a positive learning environment (Kay & LeSage, 2009; Mareno, Bremner & Emerson, 2010). Clickers have been shown to improve college English listening and speaking skills (Yu, Chen, Kong, Sun, & Zheng, 2014) and student attitudes toward technology (Eastman, Iyer, & Eastman, 2011). Students report that clickers help to provide them feedback and to understand theory underlying the topic they are studying (Camacho-Minano & del Campo, 2014).

Research also has revealed several disadvantages related to the use of clickers. For instance, some studies indicate a lack of performance differences between students who use clickers in the classroom versus those who listen to traditional lectures in the classroom, controlling for gender and home language (Thloaele, Hofman, Naidoo, & Winnips, 2014; Patterson, Kilpatrick, & Woebkenberg, 2010). One study concluded that the use of clickers does not result in higher grades (Llorens et al., 2014). Technology-based problems (e.g., clickers or software not working) and increased costs to students are also cited in the literature (Mareno et al., 2010).

Despite the possible disadvantages, “[c]licker technology presents an unrivalled opportunity to develop an engaged community of conceptually-focused, problem-solving legal learners but this can only be achieved through the engagement and commitment of managers, lecturers and ultimately the students themselves” (Easton, 2009, Conclusion section, para. 4).

While much has been written about clickers in higher education, few academic articles involve surveys of faculty perceptions of clickers in business education courses. Lincoln’s (2008) study on clickers revealed the results of a survey of marketing educators based on the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), which has been the basis of numerous studies focused on identifying factors that impact technology acceptance and use. According to Venkatesh et al. (2003), UTAUT is an empirically validated model consisting of 26 variables. The model helps explain about 70 percent of the variance in an educator’s acceptance and use of technology. The questions in Lincoln’s UTAUT-based study cover performance expectancy (e.g., “Clickers are useful for my teaching”), effort expectancy (e.g., “Learning how to operate clicker systems is easy”), social influence (e.g., “Our students expect faculty to teach with clickers”), facilitating conditions (e.g., “I have the resources necessary to teach with clickers”), self-efficacy (e.g., “An on-campus person is readily available to assist me with clicker difficulties”), attitude toward technology (e.g., “Teaching with clickers is a good idea”), and anxiety (e.g., “I feel apprehensive about teaching with clickers”). The four moderating factors include gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The combination of the key determinants and the moderating factors have been found to significantly predict intention to use technology.

Lincoln (2008) found that “Teaching with clickers increases my classroom preparation time” was a statement that clicker users and nonusers agree on the most. However, users agreed with the statement significantly (p < .01) higher than non-users. “Teaching with clickers is a good idea” also had strong agreement from users and non-users but users’ agreement was significantly (p < .05) higher than nonusers. The statement with the least agreement was “I teach with clickers because my colleagues do.” Nonusers had significantly (p < .01) higher agreement than users. Lincoln also collected information about respondent gender, years of teaching experience, and university size among campuses throughout the U.S., but this information was not correlated with the 26 UTAUT questions.
Lewis, Fretwell, Ryan, and Parham (2013) also used the UTAUT model to survey business faculty members at one southeastern university through an online instrument. They found that the relationship between performance expectancy and effort expectancy to use classroom technology was stronger for males. Men tend to be more task-oriented and focus on task accomplishment. The study focused on classroom technology in general rather than clickers and did not study the relationship of respondent demographic characteristics to the model’s questions other than gender.

Others have studied respondent demographic characteristics in relationship to classroom technology. For example Agbatogun (2001) found a positive relationship between perceptions of e-learning and faculty years of teaching experience. Similarly, Paver, Walker, and Hung (2014) found a positive relationship between perceptions of classroom technology and faculty years of teaching experience. According to Allen and Seaman (2012), women report more communication with students through the use of technology but also experience more stress than men. Peluchette and Rust (2005) found that female faculty members were more concerned about time constraints associated with classroom technology. Xu and Meyer (2007) found that more productive faculty use technology to help them be more productive. Grasha and Yangarber-Hicks (2000) linked an instructor’s feelings of competence with the decision to use technology in the classroom. Rosseau and Rogers (1998) found that older faculty members tend to use fewer new technologies. Smaller classes are associated with more faculty satisfaction and support for the use of technology (Carr, 2000). Spotts, Bowman, and Mertz (1997) found that female faculty had higher ratings than male colleagues in their perceptions of classroom technology ease of use, increased student learning, and time needed to learn how to use a technology.

Research Objectives

Given the lack of research on faculty opinions of clickers, this study addresses the following research objectives:

1. To obtain a baseline measure of the prevalence of clicker usage by legal studies in business faculty.
2. To examine the factors associated with adoption and usage of clickers by legal studies in business education instructors using variables in the UTAUT model.
3. To uncover patterns of perceptions related to the use of clickers for teaching in legal studies in business courses relative to other factors, such as gender, academic rank, and years of teaching experience.

Methodology

As Lincoln (2008) did previously, the authors concluded that the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use Technology (UTAUT) would provide a comprehensive framework for predicting the conditions under which clicker technology adoption by legal studies in business faculty is likely to emerge. Thus, the survey instrument used to gather the data reported on in this paper is based upon UTAUT.

The UTAUT-based electronic survey developed for this study was administered through Qualtrics Survey software. The electronic survey, intended to collect data from clicker users and non-users, was sent to the membership of the Academy of Legal Studies in Business (ALSB), an organization comprised of legal studies faculty who teach undergraduate and graduate business law-related courses. The ALSB has approximately 912 members (Academy of Legal Studies in Business, 2014). Data was collected in January, 2014, from 106 ALSB legal studies faculty who responded to the survey request. Results from the survey were then tabulated and analyzed.

Results

Demographics. The sample shown in Table 1 consists mostly of males (54.8 percent), assistant, associate, and full professors (70.5 percent) with over 13 years of teaching experience (68.3 percent), but most having no teaching experience with clickers (66.0 percent). Most respondents report self-ratings of teaching better than department average (75.0 percent). A majority of survey participants teach at schools that have doctorate programs (55.8 percent) with enrollments of 15,000 or more (53.4 percent).
As shown in Table 2, the highest degree offered at a respondent’s institution correlated significantly (p < .01) with total enrollment at that institution. This result makes intuitive sense because larger schools would likely have more resources for higher degrees. The highest degree offered at the respondent’s institution and gender were significantly (p < .01) correlated with the respondent’s performance appraisal perceptions. Female instructors tended to lower their perceptions of their performance appraisals.

**Opinions about Clickers.** Table 3 shows the level of agreement clicker users and nonusers had with the 26 UTAUT statements concerning the use of clickers. Based on a scale of 1-5 (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree), the statement with the strongest agreement was “Clickers would be easy to use once I learned how to operate them” (3.65 rating). The second highest was “Teaching with clickers would increase my classroom preparation time” (3.59 rating). Statements with the most respondent disagreement were “Using clickers would increase my chances of getting a raise” (1.86 rating) and “I would teach with clickers because my colleagues do” (1.94 rating).

Nonusers appear to support negative opinions about clickers more strongly than users. For example, nonusers rated Statement 20 (“It would take too long to learn how to teach with clickers”), Statement 21 (“I feel apprehensive about teaching with clickers”) and Statement 18 (“Teaching with clickers will take too much time”) significantly higher (p < .01) than users. There were a few significant (p < .05) differences between users and nonusers when the statements were positive about clickers. Users tended to rate statements such as Statement 5 (“Using clickers would make teaching more interesting”) significantly (p < .05) higher than nonusers.

**Factor Analysis.** The twenty-six statements concerning clickers can be narrowed to a few dimensions based on a factor analysis. Factor analysis results in Table 4 show six dimensions based on the principal components method and varimax rotation. Variables with factor loadings of .4 or higher counted for the dimensions.

Teaching quality was the dimension associated with the most statements. With eleven statements loading on this dimension, the average unweighted scores concerning agreement with the statements was 3.09. The highest loaded statements were “Teaching with clickers is a good idea” (.892) and “I would like teaching with clickers” (.875). The average score of the statements loading onto this factor was 3.19.

The second dimension relates to support respondents receive in using clickers. The highest loading statements were “On-campus instructors would be available to teach” (.908) and “Have on-campus support to select the best clicker to use” (.867). The average score of the statements loading onto this factor was 3.31.

The third dimension involves respondent expectations with clickers, such as getting a raise and improving student evaluation scores. The highest loaded statement was “Clickers would be easy to use once I learned how to operate them” (.783). The average score of statements loading on this dimension was 2.18. This was the lowest score among all dimensions.

The fourth dimension was ease of use. The highest loaded statement (out of three) was “Learning how to best teach with clickers would be easy” (.899). The average score of the three statements loading on this dimension was 3.31. The fifth dimension was apprehension regarding clicker use. The highest loaded statement was “I feel apprehensive about teaching with clickers” (.913). The average score of the statements was 2.42.

The sixth dimension was preparation time to use clickers. Dimension six featured “Teaching with clickers would increase my class preparation time” with a .846 loading. The statement had a 3.59 score which makes this dimension’s average (in this case, a single measure) the highest among the six dimensions.

**Regression Analysis.** The twenty-six UTAUT statements were organized by factors for the linear regression analyses shown in Table 5. The twenty-six UTAUT statements consisted of the dependent variables and demographic variables concerning gender, academic rank, highest business degree offered at the respondent’s institution, total enrollment at the respondent’s institution, years of teaching experience, respondent experience teaching with clickers, and teaching performance appraisal ratings compared to others in the department.
Results showed that clicker experience for all but one variable within the teaching quality factor showed significant values. Those with greater clicker experience tended to support that teaching quality improved with clickers. Clicker experience also has significant positive association with a perception regarding ease of use (Factor 4) and significant negative association with apprehension toward clickers (Factor 5).

Other independent variables had much fewer associations with dependent variables. Having a higher degree was significantly associated with some of the teaching quality (Factor 1) variables. The perception that using clickers is “a good idea” and will “increase quality” had the strongest positive association. Perceptions of performance appraisal ratings were positively associated with some teaching quality variables (Factor 1). Teaching experience had some significant positive associations with perceptions of ease of use (Factor 4). Independent variables with no significant results include gender, academic rank, and highest degree offered at the respondent’s institution.

**Discussion**

Experience with clickers appears to be the most significant of the variables associated with perceptions of the many UTAUT statements about clickers. There was a particularly high association between clicker experience and perceptions of teaching quality associated with clickers. This outcome is noteworthy – teachers who use clickers positively associate their use with teaching quality. The most differences between users and nonusers related to the amount of time expected to learn to teach with clickers, as well as apprehension and intimidation regarding learning to use them. This result may be due to nonusers’ lack of experience with clickers. It may also be because they use other classroom technologies, or that other priorities, such as research and teaching, may be higher.

Teaching experience showed significant positive associations with ease of use. The result makes some intuitive sense because veteran instructors might know how to use a wide variety of teaching tools – incorporating a new teaching technique might be easier for those instructors. Further indication of experienced instructor support for ease of use is that they significantly disagreed with Statement 20 – “It would take too long to learn how to teach with clickers to make it worth my effort.” Though this statement falls under Factor 1 (teaching quality), it also may be reflective of expectations that indicate they believe learning to use clickers will be easy.

The highest degree offered at the respondent’s institution was positively (and in some cases significantly) associated with Factor 1 (teaching quality) variables. It would be worth investigating whether schools with doctoral degrees encourage a wide variety of technology as opposed to schools without graduate degrees.

Though having high degree programs and a large school enrollment are highly correlated, high degree programs tend to be positively related to teaching quality statements and large school enrollment tends to be negatively related. A number of possibilities for this result can be considered. Perhaps large classes in schools that have high enrollment reduce the motivation for faculty to experiment with clickers. Schools with high enrollment may also encourage established teaching techniques. More in-depth analyses of these schools would be appropriate.

**Limitations and Implications for Future Research**

As an initial study of the adoption and perceptions of clickers in legal studies in business education, there are some limitations that additional research would need to address. As clicker experience is significantly associated with perceptions of teaching quality, an appropriate follow-up study would be to pretest and post-test faculty perceptions of the use of clickers. In other words, did faculty change their perceptions of clickers once they used them?

Other variables can potentially influence the results, such as race, seeing (but not using) clickers used in practice, different subjects taught, resources of the respondent’s institution, and adequacy and availability of training. The survey did not ask about alternatives to clickers, such as the use of polling software such as Polleverywhere.com and Top Hat, or simply counting the number of hands raised in class. A study that compared the various alternatives is a possible area of future research.

Although this study invited all active members of the ALSB to participate, a larger sample that includes all legal studies in business faculty in the U.S. would be useful to see if the same results hold. An interesting question that remains unanswered is whether legal studies in business faculty use clickers and other forms of classroom technology more, less, or the same as faculty in other business disciplines.
It was surprising that clicker perceptions based on the UTAUT model had little or no relationship with gender given prior research that shows female instructor support for the social aspects of technology in general. Perhaps clickers might substitute for social interaction. Future research could focus more depth on the gender variable by considering motivational differences by gender in using technologies such as clickers.

Conclusion

This study surveyed legal studies in business faculty about their perceptions regarding the use of clickers. Clicker experience appears to be significantly associated with most of the UTAUT statements related to teaching quality associated with clickers. Clicker users tend to have less intimidation, apprehension, and feelings that clickers take long to learn than nonusers. Gender, academic rank, total enrollment in the respondent’s institution and recent perceptions of performance appraisal ratings tended not to be associated with the UTAUT variables.
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